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Dominos At Play
 

Summary 
This dominos activity will help students investigate, analyze, invent, critique, develop number sense,
and deepen their mathematical thinking.
 

Materials 
Set of double nine dominos
Overhead of double nine dominoes
Double Nine Dominos
Blank dominos
Scissors
Bag or envelope to keep dominos in
Dominoes at Play
Manipulatives

 

Background for Teachers 
This activity will help students investigate, analyze, invent, critique, develop number sense, and
deepen their mathematical thinking. Using visual and conceptual models can help reveal
mathematical ideas. Problems that can be solved in a variety of ways should be provided. Allow
students time to share, explain, and compare their work.
Refer to the Mathematics Glossary in the Core Curriculum for definitions of the following terms.

 

Intended Learning Outcomes 
1. Demonstrate a positive learning attitude toward mathematics and represent mathematical
situations.
 

Instructional Procedures 
Invitation to Learn  
Have dominos set up on end, when you are ready to start the lesson, start a chain reaction. Math is a
process of chain reactions and basic numeration. Start adding and building onto the concepts and
facts. [Commutative property (a x b = b x a)]
Distributive property (6 x 7 = 6 x (3 + 4) = (6 x 3) + (6 x 4) = 18 + 24 = 42)
Instructional Procedures
Dominos At Play

Have each child select a domino from a face down pile.
Using their worksheet, figure out the product of their domino, according to the two factors
(numbers).
Solve the problem using the commutative property and at least one other way. Provide a variety

Addend Algorithm
Array Associative Property
Commutative Property Dividend
Divisor Expanded form
Exponent Expression
Factors Identity Property of Addition
Identity Property of Multiplication Numeral
Product Quotient
Remainder Rules of Divisibility
Sum whole number
Zero Property of Multiplication  
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of manipulatives for them to use.
Within their group have them compare the numbers. Are any equal? Whose is greater? Less?
In groups, they are to line up their dominos from biggest to smallest, according to the product of
the two factors (numbers) on the domino, Then they are to record what they see.
What do you notice about the factors and the products? Describe the patterns you see.
Write a story problem using your factors.
Gather together the dominos. Once again mix them up and have students pick one domino from
the pile (higher students should pick two).
Have all students stand. If the product of your domino is greater than 25, sit down. If it is greater
than 10 sit down. Repeat until you have the student with the lowest product.

Have the student that is left standing read their story problem aloud.
The person that has the answer will stand and tell the number sentence. They will then read
aloud the story problem they wrote. Repeat until all students have had a turn.

 

Extensions 
Curriculum Extensions/Adaptations/Integration

Extension for advanced learners -- Use two dominos and find the product of a three digit number
times a one-digit number.
Adaptations for learners with special needs -- use only one domino and multiply those two
numbers together.
Dominos can also be used for place value, addition/subtraction, division and fractions, perimeter,
and area.
Start with a number line long enough to handle the times tables you're learning. Take a domino
and place it over the answer on the number line; practice until you can do it quickly. Make sure
you've got the right answer by checking a times tables chart. Say the times table and the answer.
See if you notice any patterns as you do this. Take away the number line and do the same thing.
You might want to do them in order first (A Hundreds chart could also be used).
Language arts -- research the history of dominoes. Learn some of the vocabulary related to
dominoes: bones, cards, tiles, ranks, suits, singles, doubles, layout, chain, line, weight, heavy,
light, sniff, spinner, open ends, block, draw, crosswise, sprouted, block, draw, boneyard, forfeit,
posed, muggins, abutted, etc.
Social Studies/Measurement--Asia: create a representation of the Great Wall of China, one
domino equals how many miles?

Family Connections
Learning at home -- Domino Games: Domino War, Good Times, Climb the Ladder, Windows
Create a game as a family using dominoes.

 

Assessment Plan 
Check the Dominoes at Play worksheet for understanding
Observe students as they participate in the activity.
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